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The Once & Future Repository,
HKU’s Scholars Hub
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The HKU Scholars Hub
• 2005. IR
• 2009. HKU’s Knowledge Exchange (KE)
– 3rd mission, after Research & Teaching
– Engage with the public for mutual benefit
• Libraries’ grant proposal to enlarge the Hub to be,
– Vehicle for HKU KE 
– Make visible and highlight HKU’s research & skill
• IR  Current Research Information System (CRIS)
The HKU Scholars Hub; Once upon a time..,
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• What?
– Publications
• Why?
– Open Access, 
preservation
• Who?
– Librarians
IR  CRIS
• What?
– Publications, Data sets, 
People, Patents, Projects, 
Grants, Dept/Org, 
Equipment, Funders, etc.
• Why? 
– Internal decision support, 
External visibility (Media 
resource – Expert Finder), 
etc.
• Who? 
– Research Offices
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The Research Ecosystem
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• Relational Tables: top level 
objects & attributes
• UI: Mash-up to show 
integrated display
• Developed with our partners, 
CINECA of Italy
• Open Source: 
http://cineca.github.io/dspace
-cris/index.html
Extending DSpace  DSpace-CRIS
• Article title
• Publication year, etc.
Publications
• Name(s)
• Department, etc.
Researchers
• Headship
• Sub-units, etc.
Organizations
Top Level
Objects                   Attributes
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Researchers !
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Publications !
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Organizations !
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Bibliometrics
Article Level
Author Level
Journal Level
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• Article Level
– Citation Count: Scopus, WoS, PubMed, etc.
– Alt Metrics: 
• F1000, Altmetrics.com, etc
• Download & view counts
• Author Level
– Scopus AU-ID, ResearcherID, Google Scholar Citation, etc
– Alt Metrics (cumulated to author)
• Download & view counts
• Journal Level
– Impact Factor
– SCImago Journal & Country Rank
Sources for the Three (Selected):
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Collaborations !
 香港大學學術庫 - The HKU Scholars Hub   - 香港大學學術庫 
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Protocols !
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• 24,000 Fulltext theses online in full cataloguing
• Soon, to send machine readable bibliographies for each one
– To receive citation count from CrossREF,
– To display citation count for each HKU thesis
• btw, soon each current research postgraduate student & rpg alumni to 
have own profile page, showcasing thesis, supervisors, citation counts, 
comments, etc.
– To attract new employment & collaboration
– To entice alumni to maintain HKU relationship
– To determine impact of HKU; ie., who has what job after 5 years.
1) DOI from CrossREF
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• 2013/2014, created 1,400 
ORCID accts for HKU 
researchers, populated 
with Hub data
– Low claim rate
• 2015, One click buttons to 
– a) create & populate 
ORCID from Hub 
data, or, 
– b) link an existent 
ORCID
2) ORCID
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• euroCRIS data exchange format; examples;
– Federated search
– Snowball metrics
– Research Assessment Exercises (RAE) decision support
• OpenAIRE format for harvesting from CRIS
• Rich metadata (cf. vs. DSpace DC; flat & linear)
• Used in 43 countries, National Standard for research info in 10
• Important reason for adoption of DSpace-CRIS
– Foundation of Science & Tech of Portugal (FCT)
– UK Sci & Tech Facilities Council (STFC)
– Etc.
3) Common European Research Information 
Format (CERIF)
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New Work !
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1) ORCID
– Researcher’s biographic data
(including the possibility to activate synchronisation for single field)
– Publications
(with the possibility to chose the publications to sync)
– Projects
(with the possibility to chose which projects to sync)
PUSH local
information to 
ORCID
PULL extended
information 
from ORCID
Propose to import records into DSpace-
CRIS after login to the Researcher’s ORCID profile
Or
Automatically (notification and preferences 
allowed) when ORCID premium membership 
is held
June 2015
Sep 2015
“Push” – Soon to appear in DSpace-CRIS
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36
Now: 5/7
September: 7/7
March 25, 2015
Courtesy of Joao Moreira
http://www.slideshare.net/DuraSpace/32415-slides-new-possibilities-developments-with-dspace-and-orcid
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• Because..,
– Now Hub top level objects (ex., ResearcherPage) 
hold many sub-sections (prizes, editorships, 
community service, etc)
2) Global Search
This is the 
clustering level
Contextual
facets
euroCRIS DSpace-CRIS, Global Search
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The HKU Scholars Hub (The Hub)
-- A Current Research Information System (CRIS)
HKU Sources
- Registry
- Research Services
- Graduate School
- Public Affairs
- Tech Transfer
External Sources
- Scopus,
- WoS, ResearchID
- SSRN
- ACM Digital Library
- Google Scholar Citations
- Etc.
• Individual scholars
• Individual Depts
Librarians
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• In support of scholars & university,
– More to curate than publications
• In the meantime,
– Decline of print cataloguing
– Re-purposing & re-training
– All Hub metadata curated by the Cataloguing Dept
• Future proofing the library,
– Cyberinfrastructure, 
– E-Science, E-Research
– Digital Humanities
HKU, Library Developed & Managed.., Why?
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Users of DSpace-CRIS!
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• 2009 HKU
• 2014 HK PolyU
• Italy: Cineca developed, Institutional Research Information 
System (IRIS), based upon DSpace-CRIS
– 65 institutions by September
• euroCRIS
• Catalan Consortium of Research Universities (CSUC)
• Foundation of Sci & Tech, Portugal (FCT)
• UK Sci & Tech Facilities Council (STFC)
• Albania, 10 Academic Institutions
• Many new prospects from: Cyprus, Germany, Switzerland, 
Hong Kong (new ones), Singapore, etc.
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• Cineca, as a member of DuraSpace, to work for,
– Re-envision the future of DSpace
– Convergence of DSpace-CRIS with DSpace, or only 
specific modules
– Bespoke development
 Opportunity for institution to design & commission 
Cineca to do an Open Source project, to address local needs, 
and donate new feature/product to the OS community.
• “Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.” 
– Helen Keller
The Future !
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